Intelligent data-driven operation
• Move away from batch processing
• Stop depending on historical data
• Establish the real-time visibility that Industry 4.0 demands
• Introduce automation that acts intelligently without human intervention
• Create a system that can prevent damaging ESG issues

Product lifecycle innovation
• Use agile methods to replace traditional R&D cycles
• Take advantage of increasingly popular ‘Product-as-a-Service’ model
• Gain whole lifecycle perspective to meet ESG expectations

Smart and efficient production
• Introduce end-to-end automation across OT and IT domains
• Achieve the flexibility needed for rapid configuration and reconfiguration
• Source responsibly and operate efficiently

Digitally integrated value chain
• Choose suppliers and partners as agile as you
• Invest in digital integration to ensure sustainable supply and demand chains

There’s one key piece missing
Knowing the different elements you’re looking for is one thing. But how do you bring them all together? Find out what’s needed in principle and in practice with this Freeform Dynamics report.

This ‘Manufacturers in a world of constant change’ report explains how you can achieve the ESG and Industry 4.0 synergies you need to become one of the change-makers.

Change making for good
Industry 4.0. Evolving regulation. New customer behaviour and employee expectations. Manufacturers could be forgiven for having had enough of change. But one more shift – to modernize their core business systems – could be the final piece of the puzzle. Let’s look at what it takes to change-manufacturing for the good of your people, business and the planet.

Complete the jigsaw

Read the full report here